INTERNATIONAL CODING SCHOOL OPENS IN TAIWAN

One of the most successful international coding schools, the Logiscool is going to open its
first unit in Taiwan, making computer-coding education available for school-age children. In
a world where technology touches every aspect of our lives, it is crucial that our kids become
active creators of technology, not just passive users. The only solution is the improvement
of their education.
The first unit in Taiwan will be opened by the end of 2019.
The students will learn not only the basic principles of real computer coding, but also a new
way of algorithmic thinking and digital skills that will be useful for them – whatever their
chosen profession is going to be. Seeing the rapid changes of the last few decades, Logiscool
is preparing them for the near digital future and the jobs that don’t even exist today.
The digital education concept of Logiscool is based on classroom-based after-school courses
and vacation camps using a fun-based methodology and long-term, systematic curriculum
covering the coolest topics. Its unique education platform with a special coding language is
designed around real needs and scalable for all ages. The Logiscool Universe, full of games,
challenges and competitions invites our children to a real international community.
The first Logiscool school opened in Europe in early 2014 and since then over 50.000+ happy
kids age 7 to 18 experienced the Logiscool adventure. Currently this fast-growing franchise
network teaches at 90+ locations in 15 countries, making it the largest global provider of
coding education.

Further information: Mr. Tibor KISS email: kiss.tibor@logiscool.com tel: +36 30 448 2082
Facebook: www.facebook.com/logiscool.international
Web: www.logiscool.com/en

Logiscool:
Logiscool is one of the largest global providers of coding education. Its mission is to make
computer coding education available for as many school age children as possible. They have a
passion and commitment to inspire by giving students the tools to develop and create, and
not just consume. Not all students will become programmers, but they learn algorithmic and
logical thinking which is a great advantage for them throughout their lives whatever their
chosen profession is going to be. The first education unit opened in Europe in early 2014 and
since then over 50.000+ happy kids age 7 to 18 experienced the Logiscool adventure. Currently
its fast-growing franchise network teaches at 90+ locations in 15 countries.

